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Western Trailers, your Melbourne enclosed trailer haven! We specialize in building high-
quality, custom-cra�ed Fully Enclosed Trailers that fit your life like a glove. Whether you're a

camping explorer, pet-loving adventurer, or mobile chef extraordinaire, we tailor single or
dual-axle trailers to your domestic or trade needs. All trailers meet Australian standards and

boast a 1-year warranty for peace of mind. Customize entry points, compartments,
toolboxes, shelving, and more to make your trailer your perfect match. Let's build your

dream enclosed trailer together!

ENCLOSED  TRAILER

 

Our Range of Enclosed
Trailers
Western Trailers takes pride in presenting a
selection of premium enclosed trailers for sale in
Melbourne. Our enclosed tandem trailers are
designed with full coverage on all four sides,
ensuring complete protection against the
elements of your cargo. Depending on the
chosen model, features.

Trailers Built to
Australian Standards
Western Trailers is your premier destination for
enclosed trailers in Melbourne. As the top
provider, we take immense pride in delivering
satisfaction to our customers. Our enclosed
camper trailers ensure safety and versatility in
hauling various cargoes, including other
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vehicles.

Custom Enclosed
Trailers
As a premier custom trailer manufacturer in
Melbourne, Western Trailers specializes in
cra�ing personalized enclosed trailers. Our
skilled technicians at Western Trailers are
equipped to design and build trailers tailored to
your specific requirements and budget. Choose
any color for your trailer, and for business use,
we can even incorporate your company's logo
onto the enclosed box trailer.
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Standard Colours Trailers are manufactured by Western Trailers like
Charcoal Grey. Any other Optional Colours as per the Australian Colour
Code are also available. We use a primer coat & three coats of good-
quality paint on every trailer manufactured by us. Also, we give you the
choice for a galvanised trailer which is le� unpainted or can have a custom
colour on it, both options are available at additional cost for our
customers.

Customers can select from the wide range of colour schemes which we
provide on every trailer. Following is the trailer types and you can view it in
each colour, this will make easy to understand the look and finish of your
trailer a�er you receive it from us.
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CONTACT

REQUEST A QUOTE 

+61 402 223 242
sales@westerntrailer.au

      

ADDRESS

1/44 Fitzgerald Road
Laverton North VIC 3026

OPENING HOURS

Mon - Fri 9:00 am - 6:00 pm

Sat - Sun Closed
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